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1.0 SUMMARY 

The MONY, JAYS, TUA and NAD properties, composed of 926 units, are located in the Pelly 
Mountain range of the Yukon Territory. The properties are approximately 40 kms southeast of 
Cominco Ltd.'s ABM VHMS Deposit and 145 kms northwest of Watson Lake. 

The MONY, TUA and NAD properties were originally staked to cover airborne geophysical targets 
identified during a Cominco Ltd. survey conducted in early 1994. The JAYS property was staked 
to cover the drainage areas of anomalous silt samples collected during the 1987 government 
RGS survey. Further airborne geophysical surveys in 1995 led to the staking of additional units 
of the MONY claims. 

The rocks underlying this part of the southeastern Yukon have been assigned to two terranes: the 
Yukon Tanana Terrane (YTT) and the Slide Mountain Terrane (SMT). The YTT is primarily a 
layered sequence of metamorphosed rocks forming three primary units. A "lower unit" of pre- 
Devonian quartzite, pelitic schist and minor marble, a late Devonian to mid-Mississippian "middle 
unit" composed of carbonaceous phyllite and schist with interbanded mafic, and locally 
significant, felsic metavolcanics, and an "upper unit" of Pennsylvanian marble and quaki te are 
identified within the YTT. The felsic metavolcanics of the middle unit are host to the ABM and the 
WolverinelLynx Zone VHMS deposits. 

The "middle unit" felsics, carbonaceous phyllites and schists predominantly underlie the MONY 
and NAD properties. The general trends of these two properties are variable but are often seen 
to be north to northwest with shallow to moderate east to southeast dips. The JAYS property is 
underlain by late Devonian to Triassic limestone and chert, as well as mafic volcanics and 
associated sediments part of the SMT. Bedding on the JAYS property trends from west to 
northwest, with moderate north to northeast dips measured. The TUA property is underlain by a 
package of mixed sediments and felsic +I- mafic volcaniclastic sections of the YTT and is 
proximal to a large Devono-Mississippian, synvolcanic granitic pluton. Stratigraphy on the TUA 
exhibits a western trend with shallow to moderate northerly dips. 

In 1997, detailed geochemistry was done on three grids on the MONY claims, with soil contour 
line sampling conducted on the NAD, JAYS, TUA and MONY. Three grids on the MONY claims 
were also covered by ground geophysical surveys (HLEM I MAG +I- GRAVITY). In addition to 
this detailed work, reconnaissance style mapping and prospecting was carried out on three of the 
properties; the NAD property was not mapped during this project. These properties also had one 
diamond drill hole completed on the MONY 14 grid. 

Results from the geochemical surveys show some elevated values in all of the grids and contour 
lines sampled. Potential geochemical targets exist in the area of the MONY 10 grid and the 
MONY 14 grid. The drill hole on MONY 14 showed units of conductive black shales and 
magnetic ultramafics, that were responsible for the geophysical response received in that area. 
Mapping on the four properties further defined contacts and extent of previously mapped units. 
Prospecting on the MONY property, south of the MONEY (MinFile #El) showing identified new 
occurrences of banded iron formation. 

The definition of a possible target based on geochemistry, mapping and geophysics on the 
MONY 10 grid outlines an area of potential work on the MONY property. Results from the JAYS, 
TUA and NAD properties have not highlighted new areas of interest and further work is not 
suggested at this time. 

1997 Work included both grid and general property work on the four properties. A re-examination 
of mapped units on the MONY property was a focus of the geological work. Ten man-days of 
mapping were on the general MONY property, with seven mapping days of work done specifically 



on the MONY grids (1, 6, 9 & 10). A drill hole was also completed, on the MONY 14 grid, to a 
depth of 54.3m to test a geophysical target. The NAD property was contour line soil-sampled, 
while the TUA had both geochemical contour sampling and geological prospecting done. The 
JAYS property was reviewed geologically with four days of mapping and follow-up geochemical 
sampling completed. 

a 



2.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The MONY, JAYS, NAD and TUA properties are located south of Money Creek in the Pelly 
Mountains of the Yukon Territoly. The four properties are about 35 kms southeast of Cominco 
Ltd.'s ABM VHMS deposit and area approximately 10 kms south of Wolverine Lake and 145 kms 
northwest of Watson Lake. The gravel, all weather Robert Campbell Highway provides access to 
within 15 kms of the southern most property. Direct access to the properties is by helicopter. 

3.0 PROPERTY AND OWNERSHIP 

The MONY, NAD, JAYS, and TUA properties composed of 926 units (Figure 2) are 100% owned 
by Cominco Ltd. The MONY claim block encompasses the NAD property. The JAYS property is 
in two sections with the northernmost part being contiguous with the MONY block while the 
southernmost JAYS section is contiguous with the TUA property. 

NAME UNITS CLAIM NO. DUE DATE 
MONY 1-146 146 YB50290-435 JUNE 15.2000 - 
MONY 147-288 
MONY 290-348 
MONY 349-362 
MONY 370-424,465,499 

MONY 431 -434,457-464 

MONY 435-456,466-487 

MONY 488-498, 630-639 

MONY 500, 584-5, 685-71 1 

MONY 714-719 
MONY 640, 641,652-665 

MONY 642, 651, 720-721 

MONY 673-674 
NAD 1-4 
TUA 1-23 
TUA 24-55, 60-71 

JAYS 1-170 
JAYS 172,174,176,211-17 11 

JAYS 250-257, 294-317 32 

JAYS 336, 359 2 
JAYS 374-431 58 

JUNE 15: 2000 
JUNE 15,2000 
JUNE 15.1998 

JUNE 15,1998 

JULY 2,1999 

JULY 2,1998 

JULY 2,1999 

JUNE 15,1998 
JUNE 15,1998 

JULY 2,1998 

JULY 2,1999 
JULY 2,1998 
APRIL 4, 2004 
JUNE 15,2000 

JUNE 15,1998 
FEB 5, 1998 

APRIL 4, 1999 

APRIL 4, 1999 
APRIL 4, 1999 
FEB 5, 1998 



4.0 PREVIOUS WORK 

The MONY property covers the Money showing (MinFile #81). The showing is composed of 
galena as sporadic lenses within felsic volcanic schists. Cyprus Anvil Mining Corp. originally 
staked this occurrence in 1975. Initial Cominco Ltd. work done in the area of the MONY property 
consisted of a regional silt and minor soil sampling programme in 1977. In the summer of 1994, 
Cominco Ltd. conducted a regional geological, prospecting, soil geochemistry and geophysical 
survey on one grid on the MONY property. This survey identified a strong Cu, Zn, and Ag 
anomaly with strong Ni-Co-Mo-Cd metal signature. Ground geophysics identified two wide EM 
trends on either side of a strong linear magnetic feature. HLEM and magnetics explored two 
grids in 1995, identifying several conductors and magnetic features. Geochemistry in 1995 
returned anomalous values of Pb, Zn, Ag, and Ba. In 1996, further mapping, soil sampling and 
geophysics were done on several areas of the MONY claim block. Mapping allowed for definitive 
placement within the middle and upper unit of the YTT, while geochemistry provided spotty 
anomalous values throughout the property and a zone of anomalous values in the southern 
portion of the block. Geophysics on five grids denoted several conductors and magnetic features 
to be further examined. 

The only previous work recordedldone on the JAYS property prior to the work of Cominco Ltd. 
was the government RGS survey in 1987. Cominco Ltd. originally staked this ground based on 

r-. C, 

anomalous values of Zn and Cd found in the RGS survey. In July 1995, a helicopter-supported +- 1 i ,' 
silt-sampling programme was done on the JAYS property and surrounding area. Three samples 
from this silt project showing anomalous Cu or Zn. In 1996, an extensive geologic mapping,- 
geochemistry and HLEMIMAG ground geophysical project was undertaken on the JAYS property. 
The JAYS property work produced an outcroplboulder area of thinly banded, siliceous 
cherVcherty felsic tuff containing up to 5-10% disseminated and wisp-banded pyrite, and minor 
disseminated sphalerite +I- malachite after chalcopyrite. The JAYS2 grid geochemistry outlined a 
small zone of elevated Cu, Pb and Zn. Geophysical surveys on two JAYS grids outlined a series 
of weak conductors and the JAYS1 grid produced narrow magnetic feature. 

There is no previous work or showings recorded by the mining recorder in the area of the NAD 
property. Cominco Ltd. conducted soil sampling and geologic mapping on the NAD property in 
1994. Sampling returned elevated to anomalous values of Cu, Pb, Zn and Ag. In 1995, 3.5 line 
kilometres of HLEM and total field magnetics were surveyed on the NAD grid. A weak, narrow 
conductor and numerous magnetic features were found. Soil sampling on the NAD grid in 1995 
produced several samples with coincidentally anomalous in Pb and Zn. In 1996, geochemical 
sampling, one drill hole, mapping and prospecting, was completed on the NAD property. 
Mineralization found in outcrop is limited to disseminated pyrite. The drill hole found pyrrhotite- 
pyrite-marcasite-chalcopyrite-sphalerite-magnetite in a 20-cm band that illustrated that the HLEM 
feature did represent sulfide rock. 

In 1994, Cominco Ltd, personnel conducted limited geological mappinglprospecting and soil 
geochemistry on the TUA property. The TUA property also had limited ground geophysical 
surveys conducted in 1994. Several samples showing elevated Pb-Ag-Ba values were identified 
near pyretic felsic volcanics and a barite showing on the TUA. The TUA block was then 
expanded based on these findings in late 1994. Prior to the Cominco Ltd. work in 1994, no other 
showings or work has been recorded in the area of the TUA property. 

5.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The YTT consists of a sequence of metamorphosed rocks comprising a "lower unit" (31 in 
Mortensen 1983a) of pre-Devonian quartzite, pelitic schist and minor marble, a late Devonian to 
mid-Mississippian "middie unit" comprising carbonaceous phyllite and schist with interbanded 
mafic and, locally significant, felsic metavolcanics, and an 'Upper unit" of Pennsylvanian marbles 



and quartzite. Volcanism within the "middle unir' was accompanied by the intrusion of 2-3, late 
Devonian to Mississippian, mafic to felsic metaplutonic suites (Simpson Range suite and augen 
and monzonitic orthogneisses). This sequence appears to reflect stable platformal or shelf 
sedimentation with an intervening period of mafic to felsic arc volcanism developed within a more 
reduced basinal setting. Felsic volcaniclastics of the 'middle unit" are host to Cominco's ABM 
VHMS Deposit. 

The late Devonian to Triassic Slide Mountain Terrane (SMT) is composed of a heterogeneous 
package of mafic to ultramafic plutonic rocks, mafic volcanics, massive carbonates and cherts. 
This sequence is generally accepted to be structurally emplaced as thrust bounded klippen on 
YTT rocks or as thrust slices imbricated within YTT rocks during a period of crustal shortening. 

Late Triassic immature clastics composed of micaceous argillites, siltstones and sandstones 
unconformably (?) overlie the deformed and metamorphosed YTT rocks. These sediments are 
often closely associated with SMT volcanics and are invariably in fault contact with YTT rocks. 

The SMT, Late Triassic sediments and Late Triassic to Middle Jurassic plutons are all affected by 
a period of Middle Jurassic to Late Cretaceous thrust faulting, during which the Finlayson Lake 
Fault Zone was formed. This complex fault zone contains both thrust and steep, transcurrent (?) 
faults and separates the YTT from autochthonous North America (Mortensen, 1983a; Mortensen 
and Jilson, 1985). 

6.0 1997 FIELD WORK 

6.1 GEOLOGICAL MAPPING AND PROSPECTING 

Geological mapping and prospecting covered four grids on the MONY property plus 
reconnaissance of the property in general. On the JAYS and TUA general mapping of the 
property was done. The NAD property (wholly encompassed by the MONY) was not mapped in 
this project. 

PROSPECTING 
JULY 14, 15,25,26 
ABM 
NIA 

PROPERTY 
MONY 

JAYS 

TUA 

GEOLOGY 
JULY 14, 15, 18, 23-27 
PAM, DR, NPO, JP, PO, TJB 
JULY 30. AUGUST 12 

In 1997, 528 samples were taken across the four involved properties. All samples taken were soil 
samples. The following table outlines the soil-sampling coverage of the geochemical portion of 
the project on these properties: 

6.2 GEOCHEMISTRY 

TJB, PO; JP 
JULY 30 
JP 

PROPERTY 
MONY 

JAYS 

NAD 

TU A 

AUGUST 10 
ABM 

GEOCHEMISTRY 
July 15, 18, 20, 23 
RJH, MW, WSA; 379 soil samples 
July 27, August 12 
RJH; 81 soil samples 
July 20 
WSA; 33 soil samples 
July 27, 30 August 10 
MW; 35 soil samples 



6.3 DIAMOND DRILLING 

In 1997, a single hole was drilled on the MONY property, as shown in the table below. Drill hole 
logs are included in Appendix Ill, and a cross-section of the hole is found in Figure 5. The drilling 
was conducted by DJ Drilling Ltd, of Surrey, B.C. This area was targeted because of magnetic 
and electromagnetic response from geophysical data collected in 1996 and prior. The 
occurrence of both conductive black shales and of an ultrabasic unit in the drill core (see 
Appendix IV and Figure 5) identified the geophysical anomaly targeted. All drill core from hole 
M097-01 is stored at the KZK camp core facility 

HOLE # PROPERTY UTM CO-ORDS COLLAR COLLAR HOLE 
AZIMUTH DIP LENGTH (m) 

M097-01 MONY 445859 E 180 -6 0 54.3 
(MONY 14) 6791890 N 

During the period of June 15, 16, 18, 19 and 21-24, 1997, two new geophysical grids were cut on 
the MONY (MONY 14 & 15) property and one grid was extended (MONY 10) on the MONY. 
Linecutting was carried out by the Kaska NomadicVentures, of Ross River, Yukon. 

GRID NAME MONY 10 MONY 14 MONY 15 
# LINE Km's 8.4 3.7 5.0 

6.5 GEOPHYSICS 

The 1997 geophysical programme for the MONY property involved ground surveys (HLEMIMAG 
+I- Gravity) over three grids. The targets on these grids were chosen to evaluate conductors 
observed from airborne geophysical information and the 1996 field season's data. Ground 
geophysical surveys were not conducted on the JAYS, NAD or TUA properties in this project. 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY # KM'S DATES 
GRID TYPE SURVEYED WORKED 
MOlO HLEMIMAG 7.0 July 30, Aug. 1 
M014 HLEMIMAGIGRAV 3.31 1.4 June 24,26 
M015 HLEMIMAG 4.3 June 25 

7.0 MONY AND NAD PROPERTIES 

7.1 GEOLOGICAL MAPPING AND PROSPECTING 

The mapping programme in 1997 concentrated on reexamination of the previously mapped units 
and contacts found on the MONY property. Emphasis was places on the M01, M06, M09 and 
MOlO grids, as well as on increasing coverage of general property mapping and prospecting. 
Figure 3a shows the mapping and interpretation done on the property. 

The MONY and NAD properties are underlain by the "middle unit" felsics of the YTT with 
interbanded sediments and mafic metavolcanics. The properties show good exposure above tree 
line and along creeks and ridges. The stratigraphy found is generally flat to shallow dipping with 



variable bedding direction and foliation trends. The MONY property has several hundred metres 
in thickness of this meta-felsic stratigraphy that may be similar to those of the Kudz Ze Kayah or 
the Wolverine Deposit. 

The primary mapping work on the MONY property was done in 1996 (see Senft, 1997a), while 
the current work has contributed to the refined interpretation now presented. The focus area of 
mappinglprospecting occurs south of the MONEY showing (MINFILE #%I) in the thick package of 
felsics and sediments. 

Within the package of felsics that was re-examined, several newly found occurrences of banded 
iron formation were mapped. Previously mapped banded iron formations (BIF) were further 
constrained and delineated, seen as BIF in Figure 3a. These BIF's, along with the previously 
recorded pyritic gossanous areas increase the potential this part of the MONY may host 
significant sulphide mineralization. The BIF's found occur in several different structural levels 
over >500 m intervals of felsic tuffs and meta-sediments. The iron formations found consist of 
thinly banded magnetite and manganiferous quartz-barite veins in felsic tuffs. Some of the 
identified iron formations also contain laminations with minor sphalerite and galena. 

7.2 GEOCHEMISTRY 

Soil sampling on the MONY and NAD properties consisted of 412 samples. Grids M09, M10, 
M I4  and MI5  were sampled, while other sections of the property were covered by soil contour 
lines. Locations of sampling, both grid and contours, on the MONY and NAD properties can be 
seen in Figure 4a. 

0 
Grid sampling produced some elevated values in the M010 grid with Zn of 1725 and 1135 ppm, 
with high Cu (332 ppm) in the same area. The area on MOlO shows the strongest anomalous 
zone found in the geochemical sampling done during this project 

Throughout the other areas sampled on the MONY, some elevated values were found such as Pb 
326 ppm and a silver value of 6.5 ppm. The locations of these samples area isolated and do not 
create a geochemical target or anomalous area. 

Contour sampling produced some elevated results and confirmed some results of previous 
sampling efforts. On the NAD property, a high of 426 ppm Zn was collected near a previously 
examined area with high Zn values, while other NAD samples show no elevated results. 

Appendix II shows all geochemical samples analyzed on all four properties 

7.3 DIAMOND DRILLING 

M097-1 on MONY 14 (445859E, 6791890N) 

This hole (see location on Figure 4a) on MONY 14, was drilled to test an HLEM conductor with a 
MAG association identified in 1996197. The chosen hole location was also coincident with 
elevated geochemical results from 1996 and favourable host rocks. The hole drilled was NQ size 
core and was drilled to a depth of 54.3m. 

M097-1 intersected a sequence of mafic tuff that was speckled with calcite blebs. Within the 
mafic unit, some traces of pyrite were found (see log in Appendix 4). Further downhole a unit of a 
felsic lapilli tuff was encountered in an area of fault gouge. The bottom portion of the hole 
encountered an ultramafic unit (with magnetite), followed by an argillite that was alternately 
calcareous and carbonaceous. Graphite was commonly seen on the slip planes in the 
argillaceous material. 



a The hole was terminated because the geophysical anomaly is effectively explained by the 
presence of the conductive black shales and the magnetic ultramafic material found. A cross- 
section of this hole is seen in Figure 5, with the drill log found as Appendix IV. 

7.4 GEOPHYSICS 

MONY 14 

This grid was established on June 15 and 16, 1997 by a Kaska Nomadic line cutting crew based 
out of the Kudz Ze Kayah exploration camp. A total of 3.7 line kilometres was cut and chained. 

Geophysical surveys consisted of 3.3 kms of HLEMIMAG conducted on June 24 to define a 
discrete, moderate airborne magnetic anomaly with an associated linear conductive feature. The 
target was delineated on the ground and on June 26, a gravitylelevation survey was carried out 
over the strongest part of the conductor 

Results of the geophysical surveys indicate a pair of conductors; both weak, narrow features 
which appear to be dipping shallowly to the north. The strongest of these conductors (B) has a 
conductivity-thickness of six siemens and a depth to top of 10-20 metres. I3 is on the south flank 
of a 100 metre wide magnetic anomaly 200 nT in amplitude. The gravity survey indicates a 
positive response to the north (down dip?) of this conductor. 

Drilling was completed Aug. 4 and 5, 1997. Hole M097-1 was collared on line 250E, at 58s and 
inclined at 65 " to grid south (222 " azimuth). It intersected a sequence of carbonaceous argillite 
cut by an 8.4 m thick magnetic, serpentinized ultramafic sill. The hole was stopped at 54.3 
metres. The apparent geophysical response has been explained by the combination of 
conductive sediments and a sill displaying elevated density and magnetic properties. 

MONY 15 

The target was picked from an extensive airborne EMlMAG survey completed in 1994. This 
particular airborne feature is characterized by a moderate linear magnetic anomaly with 
associated conductivity Kaska Nomadic completed the 5.0 kilometre grid on June 18 and 19, 
1997. 

The ground geophysics was completed on June 25 and consisted of 4.3 line km. of HLEMlMAG 
survey. A 50 metre wide linear magnetic feature 300 nT in amplitude is clearly evident against 
the flat background. Conductivity is weak and does not appear to be associated with the 
magnetic anomaly. Based on geophysics no further work is recommended. 

MONY 10 

The underlying airborne feature is part of a 3 km long magnetic trend with associated 
conductivity. The grid is an extension of earlier years (94, 96) work along this trend. During the 
period June 24-26, 1997 a Kaska Nomadic crew cut and chained 8.4 kms of grid. For this work 
the linecutters were based out of the KZK camp approximately 33 km northwest of the grid area. 

HLEM and magnetic surveys were carried out on this grid on July 30 and Aug 1 from a base 
camp at Whitefish Lake approximately 10 km from the grid. Results of the surveys indicate two 
roughly parallel conductors in the 10-20 siemen range. The southern one (B) is in excess of 1200 
m long, approximately 25 m wide and appears to be shallowly dipping to the north. Conductor A 
is slightly higher in conductivity and of shorter strike length. The two conductors flank a 300-800 
nT magnetic high in the central portion of the grid. 



This magnetic anomaly is a continuation of the trend that has been delineated in previous years' 
surveys. Lack of outcrop limits the geological interpretation in this area so further information will 
only be gained by drill testing. A target should be selected to test both conductive and magnetic 
features in combination with geochemistry 

8.0 JAYS AND TUA PROPERTIES 

8.1 GEOLOGICAL MAPPING AND PROSPECTING 

Both the JAYS and the TUA properties are relatively well exposed above tree line, on ridges and 
along creeks. Mapping in 1997 was to confirm and further define work done by Cominco Ltd. in 
previous field seasons. Rocks of the YTT and SMT underlie both the JAYS and TUA properties; 
the dominant units are "middle" to "upper" YTT rocks accompanied by the meta-sedimentary 
rocks associated with SMT. 

On the TUA property, no new outcrops or mineralized zones were located. Re-examination has 
changed the interpretation of some previously identified fine-felsic-tuff occurrences to cherts. 
Mineralization on the JAYS is still observed in pyritic cherts and felsic tuff with barite. Figure 3b 
shows the JAYSrrUA area and the current geological interpretation. The JAYS property remains 
relatively unchanged from 1996 (Senfi, 1997b), with further outcrops denoted in an area that have 
been used to constrain the units shown on the geologic map 

8.2 GEOCHEMISTRY 

Soil sampling on the JAYS and TUA produce 116 samples; these results are listed in Appendix II. 
None of the soil sample coverage on these two properties occurred on grids; all sampling was on 
contour lines. Sample locations can be found in Figure 4b. 

Elevated values found on the JAYS property included: 176 ppm Cu and 415 ppm Zn. These 
values while elevated in comparison to other values on the JAYS are not anomalous in the Pelly 
Mountain sample population and do not define a geochemical target. 

The TUA property also shows no samples that define a geochemical target, or lie outside the 
standard Pelly Mountain population. High values on the TUA returned the following peaks: 118 
ppm Cu, 326 ppm Pb and 162 ppm Zn. 

9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Detailed mapping and general re-examination of the MONY, JAYS, and TUA was undertaken in 
1997. Mapping on four MONY grids, geophysical surveys on three grids and drill testing of one 
geophysical anomaly on MONY 14 was also done in 1997's exploration of this area. 
Geochemical soil sampl~ng was completed on three MONY grids, as well as contour line soil 
sampling on all four properties. 

Mapping detailed several new BIF's on the MONY property but otherwise uncovered no new 
mineralization in the area. Throughout the rest of the MONY property and the other three 
properties, no other significant new results were found by the mapping conducted. Re- 
interpretation of prior mapping was done on the MONY, JAYS and TUA; no mapping was done 
on the NAD. 

Overall, this work did not find new favourable rock packages or mineralization. However, targets 
based on geophysics and supported by geochemistly remain unexplored on the south to 
southwest portions of the MONY property, near the MONY 10 grid and its anomalous area of 
geochemistry. On the JAYS. NAD and TUA no new targets have been defined for further work. 
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STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES 



Jays Property 

Geology Staff Costs 

Geochemistry Staff Costs 

Geochemical Analyses 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

Total 
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MONY PROPERTY 

M01 Grid 

Geology Staff Costs 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

Total 

M06 Grid 

Geology Staff Costs 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

Total 

M09 Grid 

Geology Staff Costs 

Geochemistry Staff Costs 

Geochemical Analyses 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

APPENDIX I 

STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES 

Total 



MOlO Grid 

Geology Staff Costs 

Geochemistry Staff Costs 

Geochemical Analyses 

Linecutting 

Geophysical Surveys 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

Total 

M014 Grid 

Geology Staff Costs 

Geochemistry Staff Costs 

Geochemical Analyses 

Linecutting 
(includes direct helicopter & domicile costs 

Geophysical Surveys 
(includes direct helicopter & domicile costs) 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

Total 



M015 Grid 

Geochemistry Staff Costs 

Geochemical Analyses 

Linecutting 
(includes direct helicopter & domicile costs 

Geophysical Surveys 
(includes direct helicopter & domicile costs) 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

Total 

Non-Grid Mony 

Geology Staff Costs 

Geochemistry Staff Costs 

Geochemical Analyses 

Prospecting Staff Costs 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

Drilling (MO 97-01) 

Helicopter (Drilling) 

Domicile (Drilling) 

Total 

MONY GRAND TOTAL 
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Nad Property 

Geochemistry Staff Costs 

Geochemical Analyses 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

Total 



Tua Property 

Geology Staff Costs 

Geochemistry Staff Costs 

Prospecting Staff Costs 

Geochemical Analyses 

Helicopter 

Domicile 

Total 
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APPENDIX I1 

CERTIFICATION OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I. Victoria L. Bannister, of #103-2168 W. znd Ave., Vancouver, B.C. hereby declare that I: 

1. Graduated from The University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, with a B.Sc. in Geology in May, 
1993. 

2. Graduated from Queen's University. Kingston, Ontario, with a M.Sc. in Geology in May, 1996. 

3. Have acted as a contract geologist in Ontario and Yukon, Canada and in Martinique and 
Guyana since the summer of 1991. 

4. Has been actively engaged in mineral exploration in Western Canada as a geological 
assistant with Cominco Ltd. during the summer and fall of 1996 and as a full-time geologist 
since November, 1996. 

Date: September, 1997 a V.L. Bannist r. M.Sc., 
Geologist I 

I, DAVID C. HALL, of 3476 W. 22nd Avenue, in the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British 
Columbia, do hereby certify: 

i. THAT I graduated with a B.Sc., Honours in Geophysics from the 
University of Manitoba in 1976. 

ii. THAT I have been actively practising Geophysics from 1976 to 1997, and am 
presently an employee of Cominco Ltd. 

David C. Hall, B.Sc 
Geophysicist 

November, 1997 
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